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Abstract：In a distributed network, a great number of network 
applications can be performed by means of measuring 
accurate synchronization clock from different network 
computers, such as measurements of one-way delay. Due to 
the difference of frequency and time between different clocks, 
these clocks are non-synchronization, so one-way delay 
measurements between two computers will exist exists relative 
time offset. [7, 8, 9] directly analyze one-way delay 
measurements to remove measurement error. But in the paper, 
the information of frequency and time between computers 
clocks is exchanged, and the relative clock model between two 
computer clocks can be established, based on the relative 
clock model, the measured delay timestamp is corrected, and 
so the one-way delay measurements is also corrected indirectly. 
Two groups of measured data in a local area network, and one 
group of one-way delay between Southeast University in 
China and AMS in Switzerland are analyzed to verify the 
relative clock model. The result shows that the relative clock 
model can describe the relative relationship between different 
computer clocks, and correct the measured error of one-way 
delay between computers.  
Keywords ：  Synchronization, Relative Clock Model, 
One-way Delay, Relative Skew, Network Performance 
 
1 Introduction 

Precise clock synchronization is frequently used to 
measure one-way delay. The clocks on the network hosts used 
to measure the times, however, are not always synchronized, 
and this lack of synchronization reduces the accuracy of these 
measurements. Therefore, estimating and removing relative 
frequency skews and time offsets model from exchanging time 
information between sender and receiver clocks are critical to 
the accurate assessment and analysis of one-way delay.  

In the paper we introduce the NTP protocol technology to 
exchange time information between sender and receiver clocks, 
and to hypothesis that one-way delay from sender to receiver 
is the same as that from sender to receiver. NTP protocol 

analysis the clock relation between client and server to build 
the clock model in the local client, however the paper 
considers the equal relation between two computer clocks to 
build the relative relation model between two clocks.   

The relative relation clock model is used to measure the 
one-way delay [3]. Measuring one-way delay has two kind of 
ways both active measuring method [4, 5] and passive 
measuring method [6], However, keeping the relative clock 
synchronization between sender and receiver is critical to 
measure one-way delay using everyone measuring method. 
Now the two synchronization technology both NTP and GPS 
is to correct the absolute clock of client, so measurements of 
one-way delay exists relative clock offset. In order to estimate 
and remove relative skews and offsets, [7, 8, 9] introduce 
different algorithms to estimate the clock skew in network 
one-way delay measurements. But these algorithms correct 
one-way delay measurements directly, so these algorithms 
have high time-complexity, and cannot remove relative clock 
offsets and skews entirely. The difference of the paper is to 
research the clock relation of two end computers of one-way 
delay measurements. According to the clock relation, a 
relative time model is modeled, and based on the relative time 
model, the one-way delay measurements can be corrected. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 
II we analysis the relative skews and offsets between computer 
clocks to establish the relative clock skew-offset model. In 
Section III we measure three groups of exchanging 
information data between sender and receiver. Two groups of 
data are measured inside the njnet.edu.cn network, and one 
group data comes from the AMS project [10] that the data is 
measured between njnet.edu.cn in China and cern.ch in 
Switzerland. The three groups of data are used to verify the 
model performance, as well as its estimating error. In Section 
IV, we rely on the relative time model to establish a correcting 
one-way delay model, and the AMS program data is used to 
experience the correcting one-way delay model. We conclude 
the paper in Section V. 
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2 Relative Time Concepts and Relation 

Suppose that a “true” clock is accurate at any moment, 
and runs at a constant rate. Let the “true” clock Ct(t) = t≥0, and 
C1 and C2 be two clocks: 

 Relative Offset: C1(t) – C2(t), the difference between the 
time reported by C1 and C2  

 Relative Skew: the difference in the frequencies of C1 
and C2, denoted as ))(2)(1( tCtC ′−′ . 

 Relative Drift: the drift of C1 is )(1 tC ′′ , and the drift of 
C1 relative to C2 at time t is ))(2)(1( tCtC ′′−′′ . 

 Relative Clock Synchronization: Both C1 and C2 are 
synchronized at a particular moment t0 if both the relative 
offset and skew are zero, or less than an appointed 
threshold. 

 Relative Time: Let C1 = t1, and C2 = t2 at a “true” time 
t0, so we call that t1 of C1 relative to time of C2 is t2. 
Let f(t) be the time displayed by a clock at epoch t relative 

to the standard timescale: 

)()()()( 0
2

0 txttttttC c ++−+−= βα  (1) 

Where α is the fractional frequency drift per unit time, 
βis the frequency, tc is the time at some previous epoch t0, 
and the random nature of the clock is characterized by x(t) 
which represents the random noise relative to the “true” time. 
Every clock model can be characterized by equation (1), so the 
time of both clock C1 and C2 at the “true” time t can be 
modeled as equation (2) and (3) respectively.  
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And the relative offset between C1 and C2 is  
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Usually the second-order 21 CC αα −  is ignored and the noise 

term xC1C2(t) is modeled as a normal distribution with 
predictable autocorrelation function. So the equation (4) can 
be simplified as equation (5). 
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And the equation (2) and (3) also are simplified as equation (6) 
and (7).  
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According to function (6) and (7), we can obtain the relative 
time of both C1 and C2. 
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And similarly we can have  
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characterizes the relative time of C2 to C1, and equation (9) 
characterizes the time of C1 relative to C2. According to the 
equation (8) or (9), the relative skew model between C1 and 
C2can be as following:  

CttCtCtC +−=− )(1)1()(1)(2 λ        (10) 

 

3. Relative Clock Model 
In this section, firstly we will research how to exchange 

time information between C1 computer and C2 computer. 
Secondly, a relative time model between C1 and C2 is 
analyzed and established by the time information. 

Figure 1 shows the architecture to exchange the time 
information between C1 computer and C2 computer. In the 
architecture, C1 computer sends timestamp request packet 
with the C1 timestamp to C2 computer. As soon as C2 
computer receives the packet, C2 computer sends the 
timestamp reply packet to C1 computer. In the paper, the 
exchanging time information tool is a modified version of 

Timestamp Request Packet 

Timestamp Reply Packet 
Fig 1 Exchanging Time Information Model
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Mtools [12] that is a collection of tools for measuring network 
performances, and is made up of two instruments: 
one-way-delay meter, and round-trip-time meter. After sending 
a UDP timestamp packet to the receiver site, the measuring 
host waits for the destination to reply a UDP timestamp packet, 
which involves four timestamp fields. Figure 2 shows the UDP 
timestamp packet structure. 

0                                      63 
IP Packet Head (20 byte) 

UDP Packet Head (8 byte) 
Originate Timestamp 
Received Timestamp 
Transited Timestamp 
Finished Timestamp 

Figure 2: UDP timestamp packet 
C1(ti,1) : Before sending the UDP timestamp request 

packet, the source (computer C1) puts its current time value 
into the originate timestamp field of the UDP packet.  

C2(ti,2) : After receiving the timestamp request packet, 
the destination (computer C2) inserts its current time value 
into received timestamp field of the UDP packet. 

C2(ti,3) : Before sending the UDP timestamp reply packet, 
the destination puts its current time into the transited 
timestamp field. 

C1(ti,4) : After received the timestamp reply packet, the 
source  inserts its current time value into fourth timestamp 
field of the UDP packet. 

Therefore, in the source, four timestamps C1(ti,1), C2(ti,2), 
C2(ti,3), C1(ti,4) can be obtained, and their accurate time is ti,1, 
ti,2, ti,3, ti,4 respectively. Where i means to measure ith 
timestamp packet, 1≤ i≤n, and n is the number of the 
measuring timestamp packet. D. Mills suggested that 8 time 
packets are exchanged in NTP [1], so we suggest that n is 
equal to 8 at least. 

Symmetrical Delay Hypothesis : in figure 1, one-way 
delay of the UDP timestamp packet from C1 to C2 is as much 
as that from C2 to C1, that is 

1_2,2_1, CCiCCi delaydelay =          (11) 

Where 2_1, CCidelay  is one-way-delay of ith timestamp 

packet from C1 to C2, 1_2, CCidelay  means one-way-delay of 

ith timestamp packet from C2 to C1. The differences between 
timestamps can be used as the indicators of one-way delay, 
shown as following  
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3,4,1_2, iiCCi ttdelay −=                 (13) 

According to Symmetrical Delay Hypothesis, so that 
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Replacing the accurate time ti,1, ti,2, ti,3, ti,4 with the 
equation (6) and (7), we can have  
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 The figure 3 shows the physical meaning of equation (15) 
and (16), that is, the median between sent packet time and 
finished packet time in computer C1 is equal to the median 
between received packet time and transited packet time in 
computer C2. If we measure n timestamp packets, a group of 
time pair  








 ++
2

)(2)(2
,

2
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 can be obtained from 

the measured timestamp time series. The parameter λ and tc 
of the equation (15) or (16) using least squares method, and 

t1,1   t1,4   ti,1   ti,4    ti+1,1   ti+1,4    tn,1   tn,4 

t1,2  t1,3    ti,2  ti,3        ti+1,2  ti+1,3    tn,2  tn,3 

(t1,2+t1,3)/2  (ti,2+ti,3)/2    (ti+1,2+ti+1,3)/2  (tn,2+tn,3)/2 

(t1,1+t1,4)/2  (ti,1+ti,4)/2    (ti+1,1+ti+1,4)/2  (tn,1+tn,4)/2 

Figure 3 Timestamps Time Series 

C2

C1
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the relative time model can be expressed in the equation (17) 
and (18). 

CttCtC +×= )(1)(2 λ           (17) 

CttCtC
λλ
1)(21)(1 −=          (18) 

In the next section, two groups of experiment data will 
prove the linear relative time model can simulate the measured 
data very well, and the model estimated error don’t influence 
the one-way delay measurements. 

 

4 Experiment Analysis 
We have measured two groups of data between sender and 

receiver to verify the performance as well as their estimating 
error of relative clock models defined by (15) and (16). Two 
groups of data (Traffic1 and Traffic2) were measured in the 
testbed of our lab.  
In the experiment, the measured timestamps are the time of C1 
and C2, if these timestamps is used directly, estimated model 
error will be increased. So we will define an originated time 
tC1 and tC2 of both C1 and C2, so the group of time pair is 
changed  
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groups of data measured in the testbed of our lab, both 
tC1=1036811934 and tC2 = 1036811952 are the original time of 
C1 and C2 in the model respectively. In the figure 4, the X 
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Figure 4 shows the relative time relation of both C1 and C2 in 
Traffic1 data, with least squares method, where λ=1.000101, 
tC=1.601516.  

In order to estimate the performance of relative time 
model in measurements and simulations, R2 metrics is defined 

as following: 

SSTSSER /12 −=                (19) 

Where 2)ˆ(∑ −= yySSE i , ( ) ( ) nyySST ii /22 ∑∑ −= , 

R2∈[0, 1]. If R2 approaches to 1, the model will have a good 
simulation effect. In figure 4, R2 = 1.000000 that shows the 
relative time linear model can almost simulate the measuring 
timestamp data fully, let 1036811934)(1)(1 −=′ tCtC , and 

1036811952)(2)(2 −=′ tCtC , so that we can have  
601354.1)(2999899.0)(1 −′=′ tCtC         (20) 
601516.1)(1000101.1)(2 +′=′ tCtC         (21)  

Equation (19) is the relative time of C1 to C2, and the 
equation (20) is the relative time of C2 to C1. 

Figure 5 shows the relative relation of C1 and C2 in 
Traffic2 data, and equation (21) and (22) are simulated model 
of the Traffic2 data. 

602254.1)('2999900.0)('1 −= tCtC          (22) 
602414.1)('1000100.1)('2 += tCtC          (23) 

The interval between the Traffic1 data and the Traffic2 
data is about 1900s. The relative time model has been changed, 
that including the relative offset and the relative skew. The 
relative skew is changed 0.000001, and the relative offset is 
changed 0.000898s. The reason why model parameters are 
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changed is the second-order team is ignored.  
 RFC1305 clock model considers the noise term as a 
normal distribution. The estimating error of the relative time 
model in the paper is composed of the linear model error and 
the noise term error. Figure 6 shows the error time-series (20), 
whose maximal error is 0.048ms, median error is equal to 
0.006ms, and standard squared error is 0.0026ms, so the 
relative time model can be used to estimate and remove 
relative skews and offsets of the one-way delay. 
 

5 Corrected One-way Delay  
End-to-End one-way delay is frequently used to analyze 

network performance. The accuracy of measuring one-way 
delay is very important for many network protocols and 
applications based their control on observed network 
performance. For measurements of one-way delay, the sender 
needs to insert its timestamps into packets, so that the receiver 
can gather one-way delay information. Because the clocks at 
both end-systems are involved in measuring one-way delay, 
time synchronization of the two clocks becomes a focus in the 
accuracy of one-way delay measurements. 

NTP protocol is widely used in the Internet for clock 
synchronization, and provides accuracy of the order of 
milliseconds under LAN circumstances. To obtain an accurate 
measurement of one-way delay, relative offset and skew 
between two clocks need to be accounted for. When two 
clocks involved in measurements of the one-way delay run at 
different frequencies and time, inaccuracies are introduced 
into the measurements. V. paxson focused on filtering out the 
effects of clock relative skew and offset specifically in 
one-way delay measurements. In the paper, we prove a 
corrected time model based the relative time model, to assure 
that inaccuracies of time and frequency are not introduced into 
measurements of one-way delay. 

In the Section II, the source (computer C1) can obtain 

four timestamps )(1),(2),(2),(1 4,3,2,1, iiii tCtCtCtC , where 

)(1),(1 4,1, ii tCtC  is time of clock C1, and )(2),(2 3,2, ii tCtC  is 

time of clock C2. Since the frequency and time of both clock 
C1 and clock C2 are different, one-way delay between 
computer C1 and computer C2 can not be measured directly 

by means of the four timestamps. We need to transfer 
timestamps of different clocks into timestamps of one same 
clock. Equation (24) and (25) can transfer timestamp of clock 
C1 into timestamp of clock C2 or vice verse. 
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relative to timestamps of clock C1, and )(1),(1 2
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are timestamps of clock C1 relative to timestamps of clock C2. 
So the four timestamps of clock C1 
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2
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C
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C
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obtained. Based on the two groups of timestamps, one-way 
delay between computer C1 and computer C2 can be 
measured by the equation (26) or (27).  
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The measurements of one-way delay between pcamsf0 
and amsseu can be showed in figure 7.  

The group of data (Traffic3 data) needs pass through 17 
routers, and whose least one-way delay is about 210ms. There 
are 1000 timestamp data in the group that are showed in figure 
7. Figure 7 shows that the clock C1 is quicker than clock 
C2about 0.000125s/s. The relative time relationship between 
pcamsf0 and amsseu is showed in figure 7, and its relative 
time model is equation (26) as following. 
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Fig 7 one-way delay between pcamsf0 and amsseu
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776019.216000125.1 0 +′=′ pcamsfamsseu tt        (28) 

Where 0, pcamsfamsseu tt ′′  are the relative time that compares 

with 2003/6/30 15:00:00. R2 = 1.000000, so the relative time 
model between pcamsf0 and amsseu can be simulated by 
linear model fully. The equation (28) also shows that the 
pcamsf0 clock is quicker than amsseu clock about 0.000125s/s. 
The figure 8 corrects one-way delay between pcamseu and 
amsseu using equation (24). 

 
6 Conclusion 

When two clocks involved in measurement of one-way 
delay run at different frequencies and time, inaccuracies are 
introduced into one-way delay. In the paper, we give three 
groups of measurement data, which shows that the relative 
time changes about 0.1ms for per second. That is to say the 
relative time changing 30ms over the duration of 5minutes at 
the receiver. It is significant enough to distort one-way delay 
performance metrics. Instead, the linear increase or decrease 
in measurements of relative time attests to a constant speed 
difference between the sender and receiver clocks.   
 In this paper, we analysis the relative skews and offsets 
between computer clocks, and establish a relative time model 
equation to assure time synchronization between two clocks. 
We measure three groups of exchanging information data 
between sender and receiver, whose two groups of data are 
measured inside the njnet.edu.cn network, and one group of 
data comes from the AMS program that the data is measured 
between njnet.edu.cn in China and cern.ch in Switzerland. The 
three groups of data are used to verify the model performance, 
as well as its estimating error. Last we rely on the relative time 

model to build correcting one-way delay equation, and the 
AMS project data is used to experience the correcting one-way 
delay model. The results show that the estimate of the relative 
time model is likely to be unbiased and have less variance. In 
conclusion, the relative time model is simple, fast, and robust. 
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